Additional information on ClaimCheck upgrade to ClaimsXten

Amerigroup Iowa, Inc. previously announced plans to upgrade from ClaimCheck® to the ClaimsXten™ auditing system in the second quarter of 2017.

This upgrade will continue to ensure claims auditing remains consistent with accepted industry coding standards. However, claim results may present differently than those processed in the earlier software even though the end result is the same.

The new software uses a set of explanation codes that differ from those currently in use. Along with the new explanation codes, any updated associated descriptive text will display on the provider Explanation of Payment (EOP) or Clear Claim Connection explaining the edits applied to the submitted claim, just like today.

You may notice another difference on the EOP when ClaimsXten applies an edit based on the number of units billed. Currently, claims receiving an audit due to units that exceed the maximum allowed are displayed on two separate lines. The new software will still show separate lines for claims with less than 100 units, but claims with units billed greater than 100 will be displayed on a single line showing the reimbursement amount and the number of allowed units.

If you have questions regarding ClaimsXten edits you receive on your EOP, please call Provider Services at 1-800-454-3730.